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VIROBUSTER

Introduction

Herbert Silderhuis drove slowly from Enschede city center on his way to his office, deeply lost 

in thought. It was early March 2009 and although the work week was nearly over, he was 

thinking about the local newspaper article that he had read that morning - “Immediate Closure of 

Hospitals in Enschede and Hengelo due to Deadly Virus”. The story was the talk of the town 

during lunch hour with people wondering how this could happen to their local hospital? Herbert 

was a scientist and a serial entrepreneur and so he was intrigued by the question: how could 

people avoid this type of disaster happening again in the future? Over three decades he had 

launched five companies, all of whom specialized in a different aspect of health hygiene and had 

been successful in the hospital sector. Throughout this period, he had also been conducting 

research on treating viruses and had several of his protocols adopted in the preparation of flu 

medicines. Indeed, he had just launched Virobuster to promote a range of clean air technologies 

and protocols. 

Herbert was getting ever deeper in thought on the questions raised by the possible closure of the 

hospitals because for him it was a potential opportunity. He had seen the problem coming and 

like all of his other products, he had started Virobuster knowing that hospitals would eventually 

become interested in his products. The closure of the hospitals in Enschede and Hengelo would 

be devastating to the communities, and if this was happening in Enschede and Hengelo, then it 

was surely happening elsewhere also in Europe, and indeed around the world. He wondered 

could Virobuster offer a solution for Enschede and Hengelo. Could Virobuster offer a solution to 

the rest of Europe? What should he do? How should he proceed? Herbert realised that if 

Virobuster went after the Enschede and Henglo opportunity, he would be venturing into a new 

situation as the company would have to deal with not one but two nearby public hospitals 

simultaneously. He wondered if he would be able to leverage his reputation and experience in the 

air sterilization in the health and food sectors to break into this new market. He also realised that 

if he succeeded with Enschede and Henglo he would be in a stronger position to set his sights on 
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the rest of Europe. Herbert considered his options as he could either expand through his own 

sales team on a country-by-country basis or alternatively he could license out the technology to 

other suppliers which would allow him to enter many markets across Europe simultaneously. 

There were positives and negatives to whichever option he might finally select. 

Company History

Like many people with an entrepreneurial spirit, Herbert began the company when he saw an 

issue and wanted to be the solution. Beginning in 2002, Herbert had begun to work on air 

sterilization processes due to the ever increasing amounts of deaths and sicknesses acquired 

while people attended Dutch hospitals. But these problems were not limited to the Dutch context 

as a report in 2005 by the Center for Diseases Control (CDC) stated that 

“over two million hospital patients in the USA had been infected by bacteria or viruses 

unrelated to the primary reason for their visit. Of these, 90,000 had died because of such 

infections. Dying from such infections in hospital was ranked fourth in the USA as a 

cause of death”. 

Due to these alarming statistics, Virobuster stepped in to find a cure for this problem and through 

its operations Herbert thought that the company could make an impact in Holland, as well as in 

other European countries with the same problems. Airborne diseases such as MRSA, SARS, and 

others were costing hospitals internationally millions of Euros on an annual basis, but more 

importantly, the death rate from these diseases inside hospitals was alarming. Virobuster aimed 

to make devices that would not only prevent the spread of these airborne diseases but would 

actually eliminate them completely.

Herbert had always viewed the company as a ‘born global firm’ (i.e. a venture that pursues 

opportunities across national borders by combining resources and selling outputs around the 

world from inception), and in less than eight years Virobuster had become a major player in the 

industry. With a solid line of products all designed to attack air sterilization, Virobuster had

exploded on to the scene as a leader, pioneer, and a model for the industry. While Herbert had 

started the company because he saw an opportunity to improve hospital conditions, he had turned 

the company into a successful, profitable, but most importantly life saving global business.

Continuing to grow and implement a global strategy had helped Virobuster to maintain its 
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leadership status in the industry, to be successful with their clients, and to really focus on 

research and development to always improve upon their products. Herbert believed that the 

better equipped that Virobuster was as a firm to build a powerful and successful global brand 

image and products, the more they would be able to differentiate themselves from their 

competition. 

Strategy

From the beginning of the company, the mission of Virobuster was to promote positive hygiene

and solutions that provided improvement or were complementary to existing hygiene 

measurements was the core objective for Virobuster. With the rise of possible contamination 

influences, an increased awareness of public health issues had slowly come to the forefront of 

media news internationally. Virobuster looked to eliminate threats in the healthcare and food 

industry that arrived through the air and so the firm used measurements based on advice from the

World Health Organization. According to Herbert:

"We noticed that although we concentrated on all types of cleanliness, we often neglected 

Air Treatment. With the products that Virobuster created, the circle of products offered 

by my companies was able to be completed, which resulted in absolute hygiene. The 

vision of Virobuster is that we will be able in the coming future to provide the last step to

absolute hygiene measurements”.

Figure One: Types of Cleanliness that Virobuster Measured
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Like many entrepreneurial start-ups and small companies, Virobuster had a horizontal firm 

structure due to the small size of the firm. During the early stages of its development, the 

horizontal structure benefited the firm with open lines of communication and a streamlined 

structure. In addition, the horizontal structure promoted employee involvement through a 

decentralised decision making process. By having all employees of Virobuster on the same level, 

responsibilities, comments, and feedback were all open with one another. This expediting of 

communication also benefited customer relations as problems could be handled quicker and 

managers could work closely with all of the clients. The management and research R&D 

operations were housed in the Netherlands from the beginning and it was supplemented by sales 

offices in strategic locations internationally. The production was outsourced to a company in 

Germany called JK Products. They had two production plants, one in Windhagen, Germany and 

the other in Kentucky, USA. Further research and development from the scientific side occurred 

in co-operation with universities and colleges around the world which included Penn State

(USA) and University of Twente (Netherlands). These also collaborated with other companies, 

labs, and research firms such as Philips, Light Tech, EBMPaspt, BioTec, Microsearch Labatories 

LTD. While some companies had helped in the production, others such as Blygold had benefited 

from Virobuster with a team-up strategy. In the United States, Blygold used the technology that 

Virobuster created to sell a different brand name of the same product. Virobuster’s global 

strategy had proven very successful in teaming-up, piggybacking, and being a pioneer for other 

companies to follow.
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Figure Two: Born Global

Marketing and Sales Strategy

Herbert was always a great believer in the idea that for a firm to be successful it must develop its 

strategy from the beginning. For Virobuster, Herbert had implemented a marketing and sales 

strategy for them to compete in their industry, as well as differentiating them from their 

competitors. After extensive market research, Herbert and the management team recognised that 

there was substantial potential in many different markets. These potential markets included

commercial (Governmental, Public and Offices), education (Schools & Universities), residences 

(Private home installations), health care (Hospitals, Elderly homes), and miscellaneous (Industry, 

Laboratories, Transport). Virobuster decided to form their marketing and sales strategy based on 

two principles. The first was ‘easy money’ and the second was ‘brand image’. ‘Easy money’ 

could be described as easy to convince the customers to purchase and thereby achieve large 

volumes of sales without great difficulties. For this reason Virobuster chose to have their 

products sold to the food market because in food distribution, kitchens, and other 

commercialized food places, air sterilization is essential for freshness of food, health inspection, 

and cleanliness. Virobuster therefore chose to target the food market for ‘easy money’ because it 

had large sales potential, easy to convince potential customers and it had a quick decision route.

The second principle was ‘brand image’, or as the firm refers to it as the ‘top down strategy’. By 

creating a good starting image of their products, they could work from the top down to make sure 
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that the image was a positive and successful one. Much like many other firms, brand image and 

reputation was essential. Virobuster tried to promote their image not necessarily by their 

accreditation, technology, or their achievements, but rather by their differentiation. By using the

uniqueness of their product, they could successfully set themselves apart from other competitors 

and products and therefore no other competitor or imitator could copy their product or service

because Virobuster was so successful and unique in its process. This was why the second market 

that Virobuster chose was the health market. With numerous clients, such as hospitals, nursing 

homes, urgent care places, etc., Virobuster was able to target a widely used and highly important 

target audience. Virobuster gained their start by targeting the health market problem of unsafe 

air, and used this market as the core backbone of their strategy for sales and marketing. The 

combination of these two principles proved to be very successful for Virobuster.

Current Products

Virobuster made its initial break onto the global scene with the Steritube as the device had the 

potential to revolutionize the way humans breathe. From food preparation, hospitals, government 

buildings, Virobuster’s products were safe for the environment and ideal for use anywhere. The 

Steritube used a microchip that controlled specialized light bulbs which eliminated viruses, 

molds, bacteria, and other hazardous materials in the air. The Steritube used a non-static dynamic 

process to clean the air. The device had safety controlled measures, remote control technology, 

energy-saving technology, and other patented technology that allowed it to be unique and a 

pioneer for its global industry. The Steritube came in a modular system as well as a standalone 

unit.

Figure Three: Steritube
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Since then Virobuster had created other devices that were able to combat harmful air pollutants,

as well as sterile environment products for governments, health care, and food industries that 

could be used in a variety of contexts. More recently Virobuster had completed the development 

of the Microbeater, as well as the Odourbeater. The Microbeater increased the microbiological 

shelf life and safety of food products. Ideal for food production, distribution, or packaging, the 

Microbeater used the same core technology developed for the Steritube, although different lamps 

were used to ensure the freshness and the quality of the food. Similar to the Steritube and the 

Microbeater, the Odourbeater eliminated all the organic based aromas and odours in the air. It 

could also abolish smells created from industrial exhaust. The device used computer operated 

dosages to control the surrounding environment and to clean the air along with the smell. By 

selling different models of all of these products, not only had the company stayed true to their 

founding core, but they had been able to break away from being a one product company and 

instead could offer a variety of products with a variety of uses. Virobuster had been able to 

modify the original technology for a multitude of purposes while still staying competitive, 

successful, and profitable.

Sustainable Competitive Advantage 

With the unique situation that Virobuster was in, the competitive landscape was quite low. The 

technology that the firm used was new and very hard to duplicate, and therefore the substitutes 

were hard to locate. The company had also filed new technology patents that covered and 

protected Virobuster from other competitors who might try to imitate their processes. However, 

the air sterilization products did have a few competitors. With products that cleaned the air, 

eliminated odours, and extended shelf life for the food processing industry, the firm competed in 

multiple industries at one time, thus creating more competitors. The competitors for the air 

sterilization products, Virobuster’s core and original product, included household items as well 

as big machines intended to work like the Steritube. There were no true competitors that matched

the style and processes of Virobuster yet, but once the patents would run out, like sharks in the 

water, many firms would want to attack the industry. Virobuster’s main strength was their 

technology which was their biggest competitive advantage. Their emphasis on research and 
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innovation had given them a first mover advantage in many markets and industries, and they 

intended to ensure that this strategy continued to give them the edge over their competitors.

As a small firm operating in the global market, Virobuster was still struggling to get their brand 

and products exposure in all areas. While this was not a bad problem to have, combining this 

with a difficult global economy and with products that could be seen as luxury items, Virobuster 

were in a predicament. One option was for Virobuster to use their strengths and take advantage 

of the untapped market for electronic air sterilization to market their products by showing how 

their products were a necessity for hygiene, health, and overall well being. While their patents 

still protected their technology, Virobuster could show why consumers needed their products 

both on the commercial level as well as the smaller personal scale. Competitors would become a 

real threat once it was seen that money could be made in this industry, but they wondered if they 

could achieve their goals in such a difficult economic climate. Was it really possible for 

Virobuster to continue to lead and grow in this industry given the tough economic conditions?

Air Sterilization Industry Competitors

To help him determine his future strategy, Herbert had done some research on his main 

competitors. Bio-Oxygen was a company that originated in Australia, and much like Virobuster, 

was a born global firm. The firm specialised in equipment for the disinfection and air 

sterilization of ducted air conditioning systems. According to Bio-Oxygen, 

“The Air Sterilizers disinfect the supply air and protect people from Cross Infection from 

person to person through the air conditioning system.” 

Their website claimed a success rate of 99% of overall air sterilization. The company had offices 

in Australia, the United States, and the United Arab Emirates. With several models Bio-Oxygen 

is the closest competitor to Virobuster. Like Bio-Oxygen, Breathe Free Technologies was 

another potential threat to Virobuster. Breathe Free Technologies diagnosis of the problem with

unsterilized air is ‘Sick Building Syndrome’. They argued that this ‘syndrome’ led not only to 

illness but also to loss of workforce production. The firm was committed to providing sterilized 

air for a healthier lifestyle by eliminating air-borne germs in all indoor environments. According 

to their website “Breathe Free Technologies is a progressive, dynamic company focused on 

providing superior customer service; superior products and is committed to providing a healthier 
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environment”. While some of their design is different, the machine used the same standards as 

the Steritube, 254 mn. wavelengths of UV-C rays to kill air-borne bacteria. The firm was located 

in Ontario, Canada and had patents for their precise process as well. Both companies offered 

good products and were highly professional in all of their business activities. Virobuster would 

need to stay sharp if it wanted to retain its position as the market leader. 

Financial Management

Since Virobuster was a born global firm, they did not have to adhere to American practices of 

business with regard to financial documents and other regulations. Instead the firm used their 

financial information more as a prognosis internally so as to adjust and rework allocations.

Because their activities were with new and highly innovative technologies and products, there 

was no historical statistics for the industry. When the firm was still in the entry stage of the 

business cycle Herbert believed that Virobuster needed to focus most of its resources on research 

and development. However, now that it had several products, the company was shifting efforts to 

get their brand name and image out to the masses and so the most important number now for 

Virobuster was the breakeven point. Virobuster had come up with a way to make sure they had

continuous stream of revenue, with replacement bulbs, customer service, maintenance, and other 

products. Financially the firm had strong backing in research, enjoyed partnerships with other 

companies, and had outsourced their production to keep costs low. As the brand gained more 

exposure, and Virobuster continued to grow across the globe, the financial position of the firm 

continued to be very stable and profitable.

Conclusion

Since his early entrepreneurial beginnings, Herbert had created products that had eliminated 

diseases in the air and been successful in reversing the negative trends that the European 

hospitals had been experiencing. He and the board had just named Alain le Loux as the CEO of 

Virobuster as he wanted to pursue the non-commercial side of Virobuster’s activities.  

Personally, Herbert was obsessed with finding opportunities to perfect the air quality and make 

the world a safer place to live. He was also very concerned about the problem in Enschede and 

Hengelo. Could Virobuster offer a solution for Enschede and Hengelo? Who did they know in 

the Ministry of Health, and in the Regional Council and the City Governments of Enschede and 
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Hengelo? From previous experience, he knew that selling to hospitals was not a walk in the park. 

Could Virobuster offer a solution to the rest of Europe – if so, what should they do? He stopped 

at the kiosk and grabbed a copy of the local newspaper. As he entered his office, he asked his 

secretary to scan the article on the hospital situation. Then he walked over to Alain’s office, 

showed him the article and said, “I think we need to talk”!! 
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Exhibit One: Markets for Virobuster

Market Problem solution Decision 

makers

Market structure Pro’s – Con’s

Health

OP

IC

Quar/Isol

Waiting/treat

Nosocomial infections

Outbreaks (MRSA)

Absenteeism personnel

Productivity personnel

Financial: (less outbreak, 

less distortion of 

“process”, improved 

productivity and 

absenteeism rate)

Facility: Less maintenance 

and longer life span HVAC 

components

Social: Virus elimination, 

VOC elimination, Less 

nosocomial infections

1. Board (€)

2. Hygienist

3. Facility man.

1. Customer 

(Hospital)

2. Advisor (Deerns)

3. Supplier (GTI, 

Luwa)

4. Branch 

organizations 

(VCCN, VHIG)

5. Legislation 

institutes (WIP, 

VWS)

(- -) Low quantities

(- -) extensive 

decision route (3x5)

(-) Long lead

(-) Hard convince

(-) Budget

(+) Product price is 

not a issue

(+ +) very good image

Food 

(industry)

Prepare

Packaging

Warehouse

Transport

Distortion of 

preparation process

Contaminated 

packaging material

Cross contamination of 

products

Reduced delivery circle 

Financial: (less returned 

products)

Facility: Less maintenance 

and cleaning, less 

distortion of process.

Social: Improved quality 

image and delivery circle

1. Board (€)

2. Quality 

man. 

1. Customer 

(company)

2. Branch 

organizations

(-) Multiple processes 

to analyses

(-) € can be discussion 

for cent-industries 

(egg, milk, etc)

(+) Traditional market 

(+) Easy to convince 

and calculate in € 

(++) large quantities
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Exhibit Two: Other Competitors

Ionisation Biofilters Ozone Classic UVC Virobuster

Fungi ••• ••••• ••••• • •••••

Bacteria •••• ••••• ••••• ••• •••••

Viruses • ••• ••••• •••• •••••

Safety health effect 

(human, animal, 

environment)

•• ••• • *1 •• •••••

Dilution rate Low

(0,8 m/s)

Normal

(1,0 m/s)

Very 

high

(3,0 m/s)

Very low (0,3 m/s) Very high (3,5 

m/s)

Implementation & 

maintenance

Large 

surface 

needed & 

custom 

design

Large 

volume & 

custom 

design

Effective Ad hoc 

implementation & 

custom design

Effective, 

controlled, 

modularity, 

Virobuster® 

technology

Works in practice 

(hard 

circumstances)

-/+ -/+ ++ - ++

Average in elimination process Strong in elimination process Weak in elimination process
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Exhibit Three: Virobuster Effectiveness Chart
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Exhibit Four: Virobuster Product Chart
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Exhibit Five: Virobuster’s Management Team

Founders

Alain le Loux CEO

Le Loux was manager and director within Getronics PinkRoccade before 

becoming the CEO of Virobuster. 

Fahmi Yigit CTO 

Ivar Hommar Product Manager

Herbert Silderhuis Founder and Investor

Silderhuis was founder and owner of Sirex Computer, a company that 

produced custom configured computers. He is also the founder and owner 

of Inventive Europe, a development, sales and marketing organization, 

based on the principles of environment, safety, security and comfort. 

Within Virobuster, Silderhuis focuses on business development, 

investors’ relations, public relations, marketing & communication 

strategy, product strategy and OEM.


